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Remote Working Works

All rights reserved,
Harper Business, 2021.

How can you thrive when
you’re working from home
and trying to replicate the
way you work in the office?
Based on the habits and
strategies of entrepreneurs
and professionals, this
book offers a “business
of one” approach to help
transform your experience
of remote working.

The past year has shown
that remote working works,
and that a fair proportion of
jobs can be done outside the
traditional office. While it is
still unclear how the officehome balance will play out,
one thing’s for sure – this new
way of working is here to stay.

Borrow the e-book here.

HBR Guide to
Remote Work

Work-from-Home Hacks

Work From Home:
Tips To Stay Motivated

by Harvard Business Review
Call no.: 331.2568 HBR -[BIZ]

by Aja Frost
Call no.: 658.3123 FRO -[BIZ]

Forbes
Article

All rights reserved,
Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard
Business Review Press, [2021]London:
Cornerstone, 2019.

All rights reserved,
New York: Adams Media, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 2020.Chronicle
Books LLC, 2020.

A collection of some
of Harvard Business
Review’s finest articles on
remote working, this book
presents practical advice
and tips from leading
experts on all things
related to remote working.

For those who are looking
for a quick and easy read,
this book offers 500 simple
hacks to improve your
work-from-home experience.
Borrow the e-book here.

Borrow the book here.

Let’s be honest, remote
working has its ups and
downs. One key thing
that we grapple with is
the endless distractions
abound at home and
correspondingly, the lack
of motivation to sustain
us through the work week.
Here’re some strategies
you can employ to
stay motivated.
Read more here.

WATCH THIS!
Wall Street Journal:
Ergonomics Expert
Explains How to
Set Up Your Desk

THE HIT LIST
Take a break from the real world
and delve into these light-hearted,
mood-boosting reads instead!
From a hilarious illustrated guide
to life in the age of social media
(I Hope This Helps), to a highly
relatable exploration of mental
health [using pigeons!] (Bird Brain),
to an exploration of a distant world
that seems strangely familiar
(Strange Planet), these titles
offer a comical read in these
crazy times.
Borrow the e-books here.
(The Hit List collection)

DID YOU
KNOW?
Share the
gift of reading!
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